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ICOOL: A SIMULATION CODE FOR IONIZATION COOLING
OF MUON BEAMS
R.C. Femow*
Bldg. 901A, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973
r

Abstract
Cum&t ideas [1,2] for designing a high luminosity muon
collider require significant cooling of the phase space of
the muon beams. The only known method that can cool
the beams in a time comparable to the muon lifetime is
ionization coding [3,4]. This method requires directing
the particles in the beam at a large angle through a low Z
absorber material in a strong focusing magnetic channel
and then restoring the longitudinal momentum with an
@ cavity. We have developed a new 3-D tracking code
ICOGL for examining possible configurations for muon
cooling. A cooling system is described in terms of a
series of longitudinal regions with associated material
and field properties. The tracking takes place iq a
coordinate system that follows a reference orbit through
the system. The code takes into account decays and
interactions of-50-500 MeV/c muons in matter. Material
geometry regions include cylinders and wedges. A
numker of analytic models are proyided fdr describing
the field configurations. Simple diagnostics are built into
the tie, including calculation of emittances and
correlation% longitudinal traces, histograms and scatter
plots. A number of auxiliary files can be generated for
post-processing analysis by the user.

1. PROGRAM OVERVIEW

r

o

A major part of the cooling sixmdation effort fix the
‘
Muon Collider Collaboration has been directed toward
the development of two programs. The firs~ ICOG~
provides the flexibtity to quickly examine widely
different ideas for implementing ionization cooling. For
example, setting up desired field configurations is
accomplished in ICGGL using predefind analytic field
models. This simplifies the adjustment of parameters for
the field to obtain some desired result. The second
program, DPGeant [5], is based on the GEANT code
system [6]. It is possible to describe very complicated 3-D
problem geometries using DPGeant and to calculate
quantities to greater accuracy than with ICGGL.
DPGeant typically gets its field distributions horn maps
generated by other, more accurate field computation
codes. In our experience the two codes have been quite
complementary. One code is frequently used to check
results from the other.
* Emaik fernow@bnl.gov

ICOGL uses a command input file consisting of five
parts simulation control variabl~ beam definition,
control of physics interactions, diagnostic% and region
definition. Current ideas for ionization cooling make
extensive use of solenoidal channels. For this reason we
define a region to emmmpass a cylindrical volume which
has a tied length along the reference orbit. A region can
ke subdivided radially in up to 5 subregions. Each
subregion has afield type, material typq and material
geometry associated with it. Particles are allowed to pass
back and forth between radial subregions. Wedge shaped
material geometries are provided for reducing the
momentum spread in dispersive regions. There is no
practical limit on the number of regions in a problem.
After validi~ checking, the region data are stored in a
direct access disk file.
The programtracks the particles to the end of a given
region and generates any desired diagnostics. It then
moves onto track the surviving particles to the end of the
next region. This program structure-was adopted to make
it possible to eventually add space charge interactions. At
present the code only has a very crude space charge
model applicable in pillbox cavity regions.
The region description language has two looping
structures to aid in describing complicat@ repetitive
systems. A group of regions such as & cavity cell$
may be repeated as often as desired using a REPEAT
structure. Groups of REPEAT structures and isolated
regions may be combined into a CELL structur% which
may also be repeated as often as desired. In addition a
CELL has its own field type associated with it. This
allows applying a background solenoid fiel~ for
example, over a sequence of region% each of which has
its own local field.
In addition to the physical regions described above the
user can insert “pseudoregions” into the command file at
various locations to accomplish @s@ such as forcing
diagnostic outpu~ cdlirnating the beam, transforming the
beam with a TRANSPGRT ekxnen~ redefining the
reference particle, etc.
The program can initialize the phases of long strings of
& cavities by using an on-axis reference particle. The
most commonly used algorithm tracks the reference
particle through absorbers and other non-cavity region$
taking into account the mean energy lost there. The
energy of the reference particle is increased in rf cavity

Q

regions by assuming the particle gains a constant energy
per unit length. It is then possible to calculate the time
the reference particle passes the center of each cavity and
to adjust the cavity electric fields to be at zero crossing at
these times. Af@ the relative cavity phases have been
determin~ the user can control the beam’s interaction
.tith the @ fields by adjusting the mean launch time of
tbe particles in the beam or by applying additional phase
ShiftS to individual cavities.
For maximum compatibility across the Muon Collider
collaboration it was decided to write the code in Fortran
77 and to restrict graphics inside the program to simple
character based “printer plots”. The current version of
the program has -11,000 lines of source code. The
program has been run successfully on w
PC, and
Macintosh platforms.
A simulation of transverse cooling using the
alternating solenoid configuration [7,8] takes 8.2 min on
a 450 MI% Pentium PC. ‘IMs simulation involved
tracking 1000 muons through 24 m. There were 578
regions consisting of liquid hydrogen absorbers with
rf cavities
with
ahuninum windows and @bOX
windows, all immersed in a 15 T periodic
beryllium
solenoidal field lattice.

2. PARTICLE GENERATION
Theusercanchoose to generate gaussian or uniform
initial particle distributions inside the program. Available
particles are electrons, muon% pions kaons and protons
of either sign.
It is possible to generate a number of important
correlations in the initial beam distribution. (1) The beam
can be given an initial angular momentum that is
appropriate for starting the simulation inside a solenoidal
field. (2) The k
can have a correlation between its
forward velocity and its transverse position and/or
divergence. This is necessary to counteract the bunch
lengthening from path length differences encountered in
a long solenoid. (3) The longitudinal phase space can be
prepared in an @ bucket that matches the requirements
of a subsequent & cavity. (4) The transverse phase space
can be initialized with an arbitrary set of Twiss
parameters {q ~, e} for matching into the subsequent
lattice.
The initial beam specification is quite flexible,
allowing a mixture of particle types, each with its own
phase space distributions and correlations. The input
beam information may also be read in from an existing
set of particle data on an external file. There is no
practical limit on the number of particles. Currently the
first 50,000 are stored in memory and particles in excess
of t.hk are stored on a direct access disk file. The
program can save the particle state after any region in the
same format required for inpu~ so problems can be run in
stages

3. ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS
Ty@cally the user chooses one of the predefine field
types in Table 1 as the region field. There are usually
several models for each type of field configuration
representing different approximations or symmetry
assumptions. Usually one of these model% e.g. a constant
B=solenoid region, is simple enough so that the particle’s
interaction with the field may be readily understood.
Other more complicated models that satisfies Maxwell’s
equations can be used for more accurate modeling, e.g.
the solenoidal field from a cylindrical current sheet.
Table 1 Electromagnetic field models
Type
I Models
14
rfaccelerator
Bent solenoid
2
currentloop
3
Deflection cavity
2
Sector dipole
2
2
Alternating solenoid lattice
Quadmpole
2
Current carrying rod
4
Sextupole
2
Annular current sheet
3
Solenoid
4
Tapered current rod
1
Tapered solenoid
1
If the superposition of a region and a cell field is not
sufiicien$ a background field can be defined on a 3-D
grid. This field can be built up from any combination of
the fields in Table 1.
Sometimes the flinge field of a regimi has not fallen to
Oat the defined end of the region. For this reasq an
option exists to include in the field of a given region
contributions from +e”fields in neighboring regions.
Simulations of longitudinal emittamx cooling have
used bent solenoids to generate the required dispersion
together with wedge shapd absorkers fm removing the
momentum spread. ICOOL uses an analytic model [9] of
the bent solenoid fields. Linear and polynomial shaped
wedge regions are provided in the program.
The following fimction is widely used in the code to
give a continuous expression for a magnetic field cir
vector potential component on the axis.

“s’=+[ti(=)-ti(s
where E is the distance of the leading edge of the field
pattern from the start of the region, C is the width of the
central ‘%ighfield” part of the distribution, and k gives
the rate of fall off at the ends. @her field components on
and off the axis are calculated from Maxwell’s equations.

. ........ .

One nicef=ture of the function f(s) is that the derivatives
can also be calculated analytically to any order.
Derivatives up to seventh order are used in the code.

4. INTERACTIONS AND DECAYS
Muon and pion decays can be simulated. An option exists
to continue tracking the charged daughter product from a
decay. Energy loss, straggling and scattering in matter
are simulated as continuous processes. The cede currently
uses a set of 12 internally defined elements and
compounds that are of greatest interest fbr ionhation
cooliig. The mean value of the energy loss is computed
using the Bethe-Bloch formalism including the density
effect. Fluctuations in the energy loss maybe sampled
from Gaussian, Landau or Vavilov distributions [6].
Sampling from the Vavilov distribution is switched to a
Gaussian or Landau distribution if the local values of the
stepsize and velocity require it. Multiple Coulomb
scattering may be sampled from Rossi-Greisen, Highland
or Lynch-DaM Gaussians, Rutherford single scattering or
the Moliere distribution [6,10]. Some additional user
control is provided for the parameters used in the Moliere
theory, since the amount of scattering is very important
in ionization cooling and there is some uncertainty in the
application of Moliere theory to low Z materials.
Sampling from the Moliere distribution is switched to
plural Rutherford scattering if the stepsize is so small
that the effective number of scatters is less than 20. Delta
ray events with correlated angle+mergy loss variables
may also be simulated. Nuclear interactions pair
prediction and bremsstrahlung are not simulated.

5. TRACKING
Since the system is defined in terms of regions along the
reference trajectory (s), the independent variable in the
equations of motion is ds. The dependent variables are
the transverse positions, momentum, and the
polarization. The position and momentum equations are
defined up to third order in the deviations from the
refmence orbit [11]. The radius of curvature is always
assumed to lie in the x-s plane. When vertical bending is
desiic@ the user must fist spe@ a cmrdinate rotation
by 90° arounds. Particle stepping cart be done using
fixed steps or by using an adaptive stepsize algorithm.
The adaptive algorithm takes into account constraints
due to the validity of the multiple scattering and
straggling models and due to the local gradient of the
field. Particle stepping is done using fourth-order RungeKutta integration [12].

6. DIAGNOSTICS
ICOOL has a number of built-in diagnostics, which can
be used to check if the simulation is working properly.

Kinematic variables and field values can be plotted for
individual particles as a function of distance (Z-history).
The mean, standard deviation, minimum and maximum
values for the ensemble of particles can be plotted for&y
variable at the end of each region (R-history). In addition
the program has a number of statistical analyses. Any
defied variable can be histogramed at the end of any
region. Scatter plots may be made of any variable at one
region with any variable at the same or any other region.
Moments are computed for each of the histogram and
scatter plot variables. Emittan~
polarization values
anclkr covariance matrices maybe computed after any
region.
Besides the built-in diagnosti~ the program can write
out files of particle and field information. These files can
be generated (1) after specified region$ (2)
automatically at the end of every region, or (3) repeatedly
after a specified number of steps inside a region. This
information can be used for more sophisticated analysis
or plotting in a separate post-processing program. Other
diagnostic files can be written giving the magnetic field
grids or the ~ phases generated by the program.
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